Abstract. Domain modelling based on UML Class Diagrams is an established industrial practice. In the context of the Railway industry, we show how to utilize such diagrams for verification. This involves the translation of UML Class Diagrams into the algebraic specification language CASL. To this end, we define new Class Diagram institutions and provide suitable institution comorphisms.
Introduction
UML Class Diagrams [24] are industrially accepted for modelling a variety of systems across numerous domains. Often they are used to describe all elements and relationships occurring within a domain. As such, a UML Class Diagram (CD) can be thought of as describing a domain specific language (DSL). A typical example of such an endeavour is given by the Data Model [13] of our research partner Invensys Rail which aims to describe all elements within the railway domain.
Classically, DSLs [19, 9] allow even non-experts to create programs or specifications. In the context of programming, additional motivation for DSLs is improved tool support along with ease of use, better readability, and increased productivity. James and Roggenbach [15] have demonstrated an approach where formal DSLs within the railway domain aid verification in the context of algebraic specification using CASL [23] .
Here, we describe how to utilize industrial DSLs from the Railway domain, formulated as UML CDs, for verification. As UML CDs only capture the static system aspects, we make the realistic assumption that the CD is accompanied with some natural language specification describing the dynamic system aspects. For Railways this situation is given thanks to generally accepted standard literature, e.g., [16] .
On the technical side, our construction is based on institution theory: to capture realistic class diagrams, we extend the UML CD institution by Cengarle and Knapp [6] with numerous concepts typically appearing in applications. UML CDs describe invariants that hold during all system runs, however, do not offer the possibility of capturing a system's dynamics. To this end, we employ MODALCASL [21] as a general framework for specifying Kripke-structures. We give an institution comorphism from UML CD to MODALCASL. Part of this mapping is a general construction, namely that of a Pointed Powerset Institution, which factors out a general construction principle necessary for connecting UML CDs with an arbitrary institution capturing system dynamics. In MODALCASL, we then model system dynamics according to the natural language Organisation. We first review the notion of a DSL, present an established example from academia as a running example, and briefly comment on the Data Model from our industrial research partner Invensys Rail. In Section 3, we recall notions from institution theory and present the CASL and MODALCASL institutions as well as a comorphism between them. Our new institution for UML CDs is given in Section 4. There, we also embed the UML CD institution into the MODALCASL institution via a comorphism. Finally, using the above constructions, we demonstrate that these techniques allow for automated verification in the Railway Domain.
Domain Specific Languages
Domain Specific Languages are languages designed and tailored for a specific application area. Examples include Risla [2] for financial products, Hancock [5] for processing large scale customer data concerning telephone calls, and HTML for web-page design. The defining feature of DSLs is exactly the fact that they provide notations and constructs tailored to a particular domain [9, 19] . Usually, DSLs are languages designed for programming. Here we consider their use for algebraic specification. Their advantages over general purpose languages concern readability (notations as in the application domain), productivity (in design, implementation and maintenance of the software life cycle, thanks to ease of notation), and re-use (via domain specific components).
The railway community has developed several informal DSLs (usually company specific) for describing elements within the domain. For example, Invensys Rail have created a detailed DSL for the railway domain using UML and natural language [13] . This data model describes a DSL using UML and accompanying explanations in plain English. It is split into various layers, each describing certain aspects such as signalling or geographical information. These layers are mutually dependent. The document gives details of around 150 classes with a textual explanation of each. This paper describes the foundations of how to turn such a rich, informal DSL into a formal one. However, for ease of illustration we consider a simpler DSL from the academic context.
Bjørner's Railway DSL
The process of identifying, classifying and precisely defining the elements of a domain has been coined as "Domain Engineering" by Dines Bjørner [4] . Bjørner's classification, i.e., DSL [3] , for the Railway domain is illustrated using a UML CD in Fig. 1 .It contains the following elements: Classes, represented by a box, e.g. Net, Unit, Station etc. These represent concepts in the railway domain. Properties are listed inside a class, e.g. id : UID in the class Net expresses that all Nets have an identifier of type UID. Generalisations, represented by a unfilled arrow head, e.g. Point and Linear are generalisations of Unit. Associations, represented by a line/arrow between two classes, e.g. the has link between Unit and Connector. Associations can have direction, and also multiplicities associated with them. The multiplicities on the has association between Unit and Connector can be read as: "One Unit has two or more connectors". Compositions, represented by a filled diamond, e.g. the hasLine composition for Net and Line, tell us that one class "is made up of" another class. Compositions can also have multiplicities. Finally, operations are also represented inside a class, for example the isOpen operation of type Boolean inside the Route class. Here, we note that the query operations we consider can be seen as parametrised properties. We do not treat operations that can modify the state of an object. Primitive types such as Boolean and structured types such as List, Set, and Pair are considered to be predefined.
To this "pure" UML class diagram a so-called stereotype, «dynamic», has been added. In Fig. 1 this appears for the association stateAt and the two operations isClosedAt and isOpen. All other elements are considered to be «rigid». These domain-specific stereotypes are intended to make clear which parts of an object structure complying to the 
Institutions and Institution Comorphisms
Following [20] , we briefly recall the definition of institutions [11] 
CASL
The algebraic specification language CASL [23] has many-sorted first order logic with equality as its underlying institution. A CASL signature Σ = (S, T F, P F, P ) consists of a set S of sort symbols, a family of sets T F of total function symbols, a family of sets P F of partial function symbols, and a family of sets P of predicate symbols. Index sets of these families are the possible arities of the function symbols and predicate symbols. CASL sentences are the standard first order formulae, including strong equality t = t , existential equality t e = t , and definedness of terms def (t), where t, t are terms. CASL models M interpret sort symbols s with a non empty carrier set s M , function symbols f ∈ P F ∪ T F with a function f M of suitable arity, f M being total for f ∈ T F , and predicate symbols p ∈ P with a relation p M of suitable type. CASL satisfaction is as is standard for first order logic, where CASL semantics is strict, i.e., an undefined term in a formula yields that the formula does not hold. For details see [23] .
On top of the many sorted CASL institution, CASL subsorting is defined: Subsorted CASL-Signatures Σ = (S, T F, P F, P, ≤) are CASL signatures with an additional subsort relation ≤ ⊆ S × S. This subsort relation is required to be reflexive and transitive. There is overloading of function symbols and predicate symbols. Each subsorted signature Σ = (S, T F, P F, P, ≤) is associated with a many-sorted signature Σ extending (S, T F, P F, P ) for each pair of sorts s ≤ s by a total embedding operation inj s,s (from s into s ), a partial projection inj s ,s operation (from s onto s), and a membership predicate (testing whether values in s are embeddings of values in s). Sentences of subsorted CASL are the ordinary many-sorted sentences over the associated signature.
Models of subsorted CASL are the ordinary many-sorted models over the associated signature that satisfy a list of properties w.r.t. the embeddings, projections, membership, and overloading. Satisfaction is as for many sorted CASL. For details see [23] .
The datatypes considered to be predefined for class diagrams have been captured in the CASL library of standard datatypes [23] .
MODALCASL
MODALCASL [21] extends CASL by modal logic (see e.g. [10] ), providing a multimodal first-order logic with partiality and subsorting. A MODALCASL signature consists of a CASL signature, a predicate on the operation and predicate symbols of the CASL signature, marking some of them as rigid (the others are called flexible), a set of modalities, including the special modality , and a subset of the sort set of the CASL signature, called the set of modality sorts. A MODALCASL model M consists of a set of worlds W , one of which is marked as the initial one 1 , and for each world w ∈ W there is a CASL model M w , such that carrier sets and the interpretation of rigid operation and predicate symbols are the same for all M w . A model M has, for each modality, and for each carrier element of each modality sort, a binary accessibility relation on W , which is preserved under the embedding of a carrier element along a subsort injection. A simple institution comorphism from MODALCASL to CASL. Signature translation: Sorts are unchanged, but a sort w (for "worlds") is added, as well as a constant init : w and a binary relation R : w × w. Rigid operation and predicate symbols are kept unchanged. For flexible operation and predicate symbols, w is added as an extra argument. Sentence translation: Sentences are translated according to the standard translation. Model translation: A CASL model is turned into a MODALCASL by keeping the carrier sets (note that MODALCASL enforces constant domains) as well as the rigid operations and predicates. The set of worlds and the accessibility relation are obtained by the interpretation of w and R respectively. The flexible operations and predicates are obtained by using the current world as the extra argument of the CASL operation respectively predicate.
Institutions for (Stereotyped) UML Class Diagrams
We first present an institution for proper UML class diagrams as used in Fig. 1 , based on work by Cengarle and Knapp [6] . We then capture the meaning of the stereotype «dynamic» by a simple general construction on institutions. Finally, we represent this institution in MODALCASL. Technical details and proofs can be found in the accompanying technical report [14] .
An Institution for UML Class Diagrams
The UML class diagram institution is constructed as follows: The signatures capture all classes, relationships, and features of a UML class diagram. The models comprise all objects and links between objects that comply to the UML class diagram. The sentences describe the multiplicities of the associations and compositions. In order to provide generic access to primitive types, like Boolean, and type formers like List, we treat these as built-ins with a standard meaning; all other classes are assumed to be inhabited, i.e., to contain at least one object, like null. Class nets -Signatures. The signatures of the UML class diagram institution are given by class nets Σ = ((C, ≤ C ), K, P, M, A) where (C, ≤ C ) describes the class hierarchy as a partial order which is closed w.r.t. to the built-in type Boolean (i.e., Boolean ∈ C), and "downwards" closed w.r.t. the unary built-in type formers List and Set, and the binary built-in type former Pair 
Example 2. An excerpt of an instance net for the class net for Fig. 1 is:
LondonUnderground → "LUG" etc.
where where Name is a set of strings. The ≤-formulae express constraints on the cardinalities of composition and association declarations, i.e., how many instances are allowed to be in a certain relation with others. The #-expressions return the number of links in an association when some roles are fixed. The !-formulae for compositions express that the owning end must not be empty. The set of sentences or Σ-multiplicity constraints Mult(Σ) for a class net Σ is given by the multiplicity formulae in Frm such that all mentioned elements of Composition and Association correspond to composition declarations and association declarations of Σ respectively, and the Role names mentioned in the last clause of FunExpr occur in the mentioned association.
Example 3. Some of the cardinality constraints of the running example in Fig. 1 Note we have used formulae with = instead of two formulae with ≤ where the left hand side and the right hand side are switched.
The translation of a formula ϕ ∈ Mult(Σ) along a class net morphism σ = (γ, κ, π, μ, α) : Σ → T , written as σ(ϕ), is given by applying σ to compositions, associations, and role names.
Satisfaction relation. The Σ-satisfaction relation − |= Σ − ⊆ |Inst(Σ)| × Sen(Σ) of the UML class diagram institution is defined for each Σ-instance net
where − : NumLit → Z maps a numerical literal to an integer. 
An Institution for UML Class Diagrams with Rigidity Constraints
Let I = (Sig I , Sen I , Mod I , |= I ) be an institution. We define an institution ℘ i * I over I that has as models pointed powersets (M 0 , M) of models of I ; inherits the sentences from I which now have to hold in all models of M; and also requires that in each model (M 0 , M) over a signature Σ all elements of M "behave" like M 0 for a certain part Γ of the signature Σ.
Define the signature category Sig 
Define the sentence functor Sen
Define the contra-variant model functor Mod
where M and M satisfy the condition that for every M ∈ M there is an M ∈ M and a morphism χ :
Theorem 2. (Sig
We now apply this construction to the UML class diagram institution ClDiag to represent rigidity. In the following, we assume all signature elements of the class diagram to be consistently and completely annotated with stereotypes «rigid» and «dynamic». Consistency rules include: Boolean is «rigid»; if a classifier c is «dynamic», then List[c] is «dynamic» as well, etc. Classifiers c that are added by the signature closure are «rigid» unless forced to be «dynamic» by consistency rules. We form a class net consisting only of those elements that are stereotyped with «rigid»; additionally we form the full class net. Since the signatures of ClDiag are set-based, there is an inclusion morphism which we take as the signature in ℘ i * ClDiag. Thus, the meaning of all elements stereotyped with «rigid» is fixed by their meanings in the distinguished state. In fact, for representing UML class diagrams with rigidity constraints it is enough to work with those signatures in ℘ i * ClDiag which are inclusions in the category of signatures Cl of ClDiag. We denote this institution by ℘ → * ClDiag. There is a straightforward simple institution comorphism from ℘ i * I to I (which also applies to ℘ → * ClDiag): Define the functor Φ
Define the natural transformation β
σ:Γ →Σ (χ) = χ. Then we obtain:
) forms a simple institution comorphism from ℘ i * I to I .
From UML Class Diagrams with Rigidity Constraints to MODALCASL
In the following, we give a sketch of a simple institution comorphism from UML class diagrams with rigidity constraints to MODALCASL:
Let us denote the connected components of ≤ C by cc(≤ C ) and the connected component of a class name
For the classifier Boolean and classifiers involving type formers such as Pair[c 1 , c 2 ] we include and (possibly) instantiate specifications from the CASL Basic Datatypes [23] . For example, the sort PairConnectorConnector is specified by instantiating the CASL PAIR specification and renaming the sort name: sorts Point, Linear < Unit; . . . ; Route < ListPairUnitPath
The total function symbols TF just comprise the instance specification declarations, the partial function symbols PF the property declarations:
Considering the running example, we obtain:
rigid op id : Net →? UID flexible ops isClosedAt : Unit →? Boolean; . . .
The classification into"rigid" and "flexible" results directly from (Γ ⊆ Σ).
The predicate symbols P comprise the composition declarations M and the association declarations A, as well as a predicate isAlive that is used to model "flexible" sort interpretations in MODALCASL:
Considering the running example, we obtain: Once again, Γ determines which of the predicates in P are rigid. The predicate isAlive is rigid if the corresponding class is rigid. In our institution comorphism, the modalities set is just { }, and the modalitySorts predicate is false for all sorts. That is the models have exactly one accessibility relation defined between worlds. Naturally, representing CDs in MODALCASL imposes no constraints on this relation. Finally, we need axioms for our comorphism. The first group of axioms stipulates that arguments of operations and predicates need to be "alive". The second group of axioms corresponds to the condition on Σ-instance nets that each instance has at most one owner.
The sentences of ℘ → * ClDiag are the sentences of ClDiag. These can be systematically encoded in first order logic using "poor man's counting", e.g. [8] , by providing the necessary number of variables, e.g. #(c r : c ) ≥ n translates to , y n ) i.e., for every value x in c we find at least n different values in c of which x comprises of. Here, pwDifferent(y 1 , . . . , y n ) encodes y i = y j for i = j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. A typical example is: 
-If c does not involve a type former:
If c involves a type former, we take the representation of the corresponding type in the instance net.
Crafting a Formal DSL for the Railway Domain
Based on the informal DSL as presented in Section 2, we now demonstrate how to create a formal DSL with the techniques developed so far. This process fits with the "Designing DSLs for verification" methodology presented in [15] . Step 1. Start by creating a UML CD giving concepts and relationships between concepts within the desired domain. Add an accompanying narrative as illustrated in Section 2. Next, in a modelling step, add stereotypes (as discussed in Section 2). These stereotypes are used to describe elements which remain static or are dynamic within the system. Result: CD and Narrative -as one can find in industry, see, e.g., [13] .
Step 2. Using the comorphism defined in Section 4. Also, given the methodology presented in [15] , at this point any verification conditions required can be modelled and added to the specification. In the case of Bjørner's DSL, one would like to check that two Routes which share any Units (i.e. are "conflicting"):
are not "open" at the same time:
Step 3. The next step of the process is to apply the existing MODALCASL to CASL comorphism [21] to gain a CASL Specification of the DSL. This will allow connection to multiple theorem provers for later use in verification. If appropriate, one can specify in CASL how worlds evolve, e.g., by adding a loose specification of discrete time. Result: CASL specification of the formal DSL. la1  P1  la2  la3  la4  Plat  la5  P2  la6  la7  la8   lb1  lb2  lb3  lb4 In this specification, we can see that all elements which were labelled as flexible have now been associated with a g_World representing a world in the Kripke structure of MODALCASL. Also, all elements which were labelled as rigid have been translated to elements ignoring g_World. The final result of the overall process is a formal DSL that can be used for verification.
Verification
Once a DSL has been captured in CASL, the techniques described in [15] can be applied. That is, the DSL can be enriched with a series of domain specific lemmas that are proven as a consequence of the DSL. Such lemmas are often specific to the property to be proven. Next, the DSL can be used to describe a particular railway network. For each railway network described, the verification condition can, thanks to the added domain specific lemmas, be automatically discharged using Hets as a broker to various automatic theorem provers [15] .
With respect to Bjørner's DSL, this approach has been successfully applied, that is, Bjørner's DSL has been successfully extended for verification. The result of this work is that we have successfully automatically verified a number of track plans of real world complexity against the verification condition that "Conflicting open routes can not be open at the same time". Several of these track plans are illustrated in Figure 3 .
Verification times for all track plans are within the region of seconds 3 , with TP-A requiring 9.79s, TP-B requiring 2.94s and TP-C requiring 26.35s. The increase in time for track plan TP-C is due to the large number (48 in total) of conflicting routes.
With respect to the Invensys Rail Data Model [13] , translation of the CDs required for verification and the modelling of the narrative has resulted in a formal DSL in CASL. The development of domain knowledge for verification is ongoing work. First results on small scale verification problems demonstrate that the full approach is successful.
Conclusion
We have suggested a methodology for formal DSL design. Starting with an industrial document in the from a UML class diagram with accompanying natural language descriptions, we have defined a translation based process to obtain a formal specification in CASL that can be used for verification. To this end, we have developed the theoretical concepts required, including an institution for UML CDs and a institution comorphisms to MODALCASL. Finally, we have illustrated the approach works by applying the process to Bjørner's DSL for the railway domain.
Future work. The Heterogeneous Toolset [22] makes extensive use of institutions and and their relations for tool support for various logics. We intend to implement the presented institutions and translations within Hets. Further to this, we hope to complete the development of suitable domain specific lemmas for the Invensys Rail Data Model, and to produce, as outlined in [15] , a graphical front end with automatic proof support for use by railway engineers. On the more theoretical side, we want to further investigate the relations of the institutions involved.
